Meta-Analysis of the association of IGF2BP2 gene rs4402960 polymorphisms with T2DM in Asia
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Abstract. In order to evaluate the association of IGF2BP2 (SNPS:rs4402960) gene polymorphism and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) susceptibility, we searched for all the related research literature by CNKI, Wanfan, Pubmed and Springer link database to collect data. Meta-analysis software (RevMan5.0) was applied for heterogeneity tests in genotype level, two methods (fixed-effects and random-effects model) were performed to pool the odds ratio (OR). Random-effects model was adopted if there were obvious heterogeneity among studies. On the contrary, a fixed effect model was used. At the same time, publication bias was examined by Funnel plot. The studies collected 28 articles (including 35 studies), and included 52277 cases of T2DM and 54168 controls. The pooled ORs of allele (T vs G) of rs4402960 polymorphic loci in IGF2BP2 was significant association with T2DM (OR=1.163 95%CI=[1.138,1.189] P<0.00001).

1 Introduction

Type 2 diabetes mellitus (type 2 diabetes, T2DM), characterized by significant genetic heterogeneity, and are influenced by various environmental factors, resulted in peripheral tissue insulin resistance (IR) and insulin secretion deficiency, which lead to absolute or relative deficiency of insulin and high blood glucose by reducing uptake glucose [1]. With the new technologies like DNA sequencing, gene chip technique and other techniques application [2], they provide the new methods for researching T2DM susceptibility genes. Three different GWAS research groups in 2007 found that Insulin growth factor 2 mRNA binding protein 2 (insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA binding protein 2, IGF2BP2) gene polymorphism and T2DM is associated [3-5]. Subsequently, multiple research groups carried out a lot of research about the association between T2DM and IGF2BP2, but research conclusions are not consistent in different populations from racial, ethnic, national, regional groups. Therefore, this research has comparative and cohort studies on associated cases published in Asia about relationships between the IGF2BP2 gene rs4402960 polymorphic loci and T2DM, with comprehensive evaluation the relationships between them, it offers valuable advice for high-risk T2DM screening and early prevention.
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2 Data and methods

2.1 Data sources

The title Resources are from Joint search of CNKI, Wanfang database, and PubMed and Springer link database. The searching key words includes "T2DM, IGF2BP2, rs4402960 polymorphic loci, case-control study, short study". The deadline for retrieval is May 31th, 2016.

2.2 literature inclusion and exclusion criteria

The literature included in the study was a case control study or cohort study; the study involved a number of areas of the world and the populations of races; Type 2 diabetes diagnosis were consistent with 1999 WHO diagnostic criteria and 2010 the American Diabetes Association (ADA) diagnostic criteria, patients were randomly selected regardless of age, sex, combined disease history, family disease history, and there were no special limit about years of research conducted or papers published. There are specific provisions on the content of sample; the original literature data provide OR value and 95% CI or can be transformed into the OR value and 95% CI; literature contains enough information for comparison between T2DM patients and controls the IGF2BP2 gene rs4402960. Patients with type 1 diabetes, gestational diabetes, other special type of diabetes (insulin β cell function of gene defects, insulin action gene defects, endocrine disease, etc.) are exclusive.

2.3 Literature information extraction and statistical analysis

2.3.1 Data extraction and sorting

The research related information are independently extracted from selected literature, and after data collection, they are filled in meta analysis of data abstraction, the information of the IGF2BP2 gene rs4402960 polymorphic loci and T2DM tables are formed, finally, the corresponding database are established according to the data from the original literature (OR and 95% CI).

2.3.2 Heterogeneity test

In order to explore whether there is a clear heterogeneity between the studies, the Q test based on the chi square test was used for quantitative analysis, that is, the use of I2 to measure the size of the heterogeneity [6]. If the study shows no statistical heterogeneity (P>0.1, I2<=25%), it will use the mantel Haenszel fixed effects model (Peto method) to merge data. If there is heterogeneity (P<0.1, 25%<I2<50%), the Dersimonian-Laird random effect model (D-L method) will be used to combine the data; if I2 greater than 50%, it is thought that there is a obvious heterogeneity, subsequently, subgroup analyses exploring sources of heterogeneity is going to happen.

2.3.3 The significance test of combined OR value

Using the the Z value and P value in the part “test for the overall effect” in the RevMan5.20 software forest plots to do the significant test , if the calibration standard P≤0.05, we can consider it significant [7].
2.3.4 Bias analysis

Through the funnel plots to examine into the literature publication bias, if the funnel plot asymmetry may indicate the presence of publication bias, the funnel plot symmetry shows that there was no evidence of publication bias, the analysis is completed by statistical software RevMan5.20.

3 Results

3.1 Basic information

By searching, 28 articles conformed to associated cases control study about the IGF2BP2 gene rs4402960 polymorphic loci and T2DM are screened out, with 35 studies which contains 106445 people in seven Asian countries[6-33], including 52277 T2DM and 54168 controls.

3.2 Meta analysis of the association between T2DM and IGF2BP2 gene rs4402960 polymorphism

Figure 1 is the type of genes in the IGF2BP2 gene rs4402960 polymorphic loci (allele gene T vs G) associated with T2DM and a meta analysis forest graph.

Figure 1. Meta analysis forest graph of rs4402960 IGF2BP2 gene polymorphism loci of genotype (T vs G) associated with T2DM.
3.3 Heterogeneity analysis

Heterogeneity is an important link in the Meta analysis test, the purpose is to examine whether the results of independent research has can be merged. Rs4402960 gene in IGF2BP2 polymorphism loci genotypes (T vs G) has no obvious heterogeneity (Q=36.95,P=0.334,I 2=8.0%) , it uses the fixed effect model to merge the OR values and 95%CI. Results showed, the merged OR values and 95%CI were 1.163(1.138,1.189). So it can be thought that rs4402960 gene in IGF2BP2 polymorphism loci of the allele T is the susceptibility genes of T2DM.

3.4 The evaluation of publication bias

From Figure 2, it can be seen that Meta analysis of inverted funnel figure of rs4402960 gene in IGF2BP2 polymorphism loci of the allele (T vs G) is basic symmetric, it is less likely to exist publication bias. And the Begg's Test and Egger's Test for Publication Bias also showed that both P-values were greater than 0.1, it can be thought there is no publication bias.
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**Figure 2.** Bias evaluation funnel figure of rs4402960 polymorphic loci alleles (T vs G) associated with T2DM.

4 DISCUSSION

From gene level and with the theory and methods of evidence-based medicine, this study evaluates the relevance between rs4402960 IGF2BP2 gene polymorphism loci and T2DM. The mergered OR value and 95%CI of the allele (T vs G) were 1.163(1.138,1.189), it showed there are relevance between the rs4402960 IGF2BP2 gene polymorphism loci and T2DM. This study screening at home and abroad nearly all correlation research literature concerned with rs4402960 IGF2BP2 gene polymorphism loci and T2DM, and evaluate and deal with the quality of literature with scientific methods; then to these obvious heterogeneity between rs4402960 polymorphic loci alleles (T vs G). Results shows that there is no obvious heterogeneity in rs4402960 polymorphic loci alleles (T vs G) in Asia population. At the same time, bias may exist in every step of Meta analysis, so the study use the funnel figure to evaluate bias, it turns out that inverted funnel figures of IGF2BP2 rs4402960 polymorphic loci of genotypes and alleles are basic symmetric, indicating there is less likely to have a publication bias.
The test results of this research may have bias to a extent, due to different detection technologies, different levels of detection and other inevitable errors within the study of the Meta analysis. The occurrence of T2DM has something with genetic, environmental and many other factors, this article only discusses the research of the correlation between rs4402960 IGF2BP2 gene polymorphism loci and the T2DM, however, other IGF2BP2 gene polymorphism loci are not involved, at the same time, such factors as diet, lifestyle, climate, environment may have interaction effect on T2DM, it is still necessary to further explore the molecular mechanism of IGF2BP2 result in T2DM.
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